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Kyoto University
KEIZAI RONSO (The Economic Review) 
An Academic Periodical Magazine in Japanese Issued 
Monthly by the Kyoto University Economic Society)
Vol.94, No.1 July 1 964 
Socialism and Agricultural Questions•c•cM. Kihara 
Theory of the Firm and Capital Theory (2)•c•cT. Yamada 
The A. L. A. M. versus the Ford Motor Co•c•cY. Okada 
Vol.94, No.2 Aug. 1964 
Possibility of Working Hour Shortening and Trade Union•c•cK. Maekawa 
The Trends of Economic Thought in the 1890s of Russia •c•cM. Tanaka 
A Nature of Managerial Accounting H. Nomura 
Automation and Direct Productive Worker•c•cS. Kotani 
Vol.94, No.3 Sept. 1964 
Accounting Problems under the Commercial Code of 1899 S Takatera 
The Reparations of Sino-Japanese War (1894-1895) and the Japanese 
Monetary Reform•c•cK. Ono 
Capital Accumulation and Employment•c•cI. Nagatomo 
C. B. Macpherson: The Political Theory of Possessive Individualism, 
Hobbes to Locke (Book Review)•c•cT. Hirai 
Vol.94, No.4 Oct. 1964 
Monetary Policy and Commercial Banks•c•cM. Nakatani 
Methodological Reflection on Management Theory in America (1)•c•cY. Yamamoto 
Marx and Engels on the Theory of "Economic Function of State" (2)•c•cJ.Ikegami 
Oligopoly and a Price Principle of "Differential Rent" (1)•c•cM. Osaki 
Vol.94, No.5 Nov. 1964 
In Commemoration of Prof. M. Toyosaki 
Dedication to Professor Minoru Toyosaki•c•cH. Horie 
Special Account for Imperial University and School Forests•c•cY. Shima 
On the Reconstruction of Monopoly Capitalists•c•cR. Ohashi 
On Lenin's Determination of Imperialistic Stage of Capitalism•c•cT. Yoshimura 
Soeda Plan and Takahashi Plan for Japanese Monetary Reform in 1897•c•cK. Ono 
Some Problems in the Synthetic Textile Industry in Japan•c•cC. Nakamura 
Increasing Charges of the Public Enterprises and their Financial Autonomy•c•cK. Terao 
Basic Trends of Contemporary Transportation Policy•c•cK. Nakanishi 
Brief Biography of Prof. M. Toyosaki 
Bibliography of Prof. M. Toyosaki's Works 
Vol.94, No.6 Dec. 1964 
Mr. Strachery's Theory of Disimperialism•c•cH. Shizuta 
Accounting Problems under the Commercial Code of 1899 (2)•c•cS. Takatera 
The Effects of the Corporate Income Tax•c•cT. Ushijima 
Automation and Indirect Productive Worker•c•cS. Kotani
